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Overview and history:
The piano that has long been in the “drawing room” at Woodbourne (8244
Courthouse Road, Louisa, Virginia) is a “square grand” piano made by Wm. Knabe &
Company of Baltimore, probably about 1885. The piano is labeled as a “Gold Medal”
piano, serial number 22681. The current owner, Mr. John Gilmer, reports that it was
acquired by the Gilmer family after their return from India in 1926. It had originally
been owned by a Dr. Porter (also of Louisa county?) and sold to Mr. W. B. Gilmer after a
foreclosure sale by a funeral home (early 1930’s?). Likely the piano was purchased new
by the Porters who built their house during the late 1800’s. A school classmate of Mr.
Gilmer, Annette Bowles, recalls having taken piano lessons on this piano from Mrs.
Porter. The piano was tuned on at least one occasion (around 1937) at a cost of $25. Mr.
Gilmer recalls dances being held at Woodbourne with this piano, as well as a record
player, providing the music. Mrs. W. B. Gilmer (“Dolly”) was the person who played the
piano most often. (A photo from India shows Mrs. Gilmer playing a piano there.)
As I child growing up in the 1950’s, I recall visiting Woodbourne many times but
the piano was never played by an adult on any occasion that I can recall. It furnished a
platform for Christmas trees in later years of that period after the large trees of the earlier
era had given way to smaller ones. I believe various grandchildren did try the old piano
on one occasion or another. I don’t recall doing so, but I may be mistaken. I don’t recall
that as prohibited, but we usually did not venture into that room. The piano’s bench was
unusual in that it was supported by elephants. The bench came with the Gilmers back
from India rather than being paired with the piano earlier. (Whether it was used for the
same purpose in India is doubtful. It is awkward in its role as a piano bench since it is
difficult to move, and the seat detaches too readily from the elephants.)
After Mr. W. B. Gilmer’s death and Mrs. Gilmer’s move into “The Cedars”
nursing home in Charlottesville, the house was empty for several years until Mr. John
Gilmer and his family moved in during 1969 (?). The piano stood unused during that
time. When work was being done on the room, the piano was temporarily moved to the
porch, then put back into the room, but in its current place next to the interior window
rather than in the corner adjacent to the exterior window. In the moving process, the base
of the pedal mechanism was broken off, but the rods and all parts are still present.
Current condition and situation:
The piano is currently adjacent to the interior window in the drawing room. It has
lost a dozen or so ivory key tops. All but two have been saved. It is out of tune, but all
notes play except one (fourth from the right end) which has a broken hammer (the
hammer is also present). The rosewood veneer is chipped in a couple of places near the
keyboard. The pedal assembly is detached, with the dowels / pegs broken off where it
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attaches. Currently the piano is being used as a table to support various photographs,
dolls, and a ginger jar.
At this time, Mr. John Gilmer is seeking to dispose of the piano by sale or other
means in order to free space in the drawing room for other purposes. Because this piano
has been associated with Woodbourne for so long, I became interested in finding out
what I could about it in order to help those interested understand the instrument better.
Perhaps information developed will supply documentation useful in finding a buyer, or at
worst someone to haul it a away for more than its scrap lumber value. This short paper is
an attempt to address that issue.
Photographs and description:
Figure 1 below shows the piano in its typical situation, except that many of the photos
and dolls have been removed to permit it to be opened. Figure 2 shows the keyboard in
more detail. It can be seen that in addition to the twelve missing key top ivory pieces,
five of the vertical key front ivory pieces are also missing. At least one of these seems to
have fallen down into the action below the keys. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate a leg of the
piano and the pedals. Each leg is supported by a metal roller. Apparently there were
different holes in the bottom of the case that could accommodate a variety of different leg
types.

Figure 1 The Woodbourne piano in its current environment
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Figure 2 The keyboard

Figure 3 Piano leg

Figure 4 The pedals

The soundboard and manner in which the piano strings are arranged is particularly
interesting. Figure 5 shows the harp and strings as seen from the treble end. Several
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things in this view are notable. Notice that you can see the seam between the sections of
rosewood veneer in the inside of the lid. There is no “piano hinge.” Three ordinary
hinges are used instead (here and elsewhere). The base strings are in the front, on top and
overlapping the middle notes. Treble strings are at the back (far right in the photograph).

Figure 5 View of harp and strings.
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One can see other features of note that are characteristic of these square grand
pianos as well. There are only two tuning pegs per note, because even at the treble end
there are only two rather than the modern three strings per note. The wooden structures
seen at the base end are the dampers; the hammers and remainder of the action is
underneath. The soundboard is between the strings and the action. Figure 6 is a closer
view of the far corner, showing the maker’s name. Notice the beautiful color of the
rosewood inside the lid. This must have been the color of the exterior originally before
being dulled by age. One can see the pairs of tuning pegs and strings for each note,
labeled with stampings. Figure 7 shows this in more detail for the base notes. In Figure
8 one can see the dampers closer, viewed from the front, with the hammers hidden below.

Figure 6 Maker’s name on the harp

Figure 7 Detail showing base note strings and tuning pegs
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Figure 8 Dampers, close up view
Earlier it was mentioned that there are chips to the veneer. These can be seen in
Figure 9 and Figure 10 below. Figure 9 also illustrates how some of the keys are chipped
and discolored. Figure 11 shows the whole piano with most of the clutter removed.

Figure 9 Veneer chip to left of keyboard

Figure 10 Veneer chip to right of keyboard

Figure 11 Piano front quarter view
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The action was removed from the piano for inspection and cleaning, thanks to the
expertise of Michael Guilford, one of the W. B. Gilmer grandchildren, as shown in Figure
12. The removed action, seen from the bass end, is shown in Figure 13. Notice the great
length of the keys, especially at the treble end, necessary to reach the hammers. The
extensions at the base end beyond the hammers lift the dampers above the strings by pins.
Note that the hammers, especially for the base strings, strike the strings diagonally.

Figure 12 Removal of the action from the piano

Figure 13 The action, seen from the bass end
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Figure 14 shows the piano serial number, “22681,” found stamped into the case below the
action. The same serial number was found ink stamped on the harp under the base
strings, with other information, but was not successfully photographed. In addition, two
names were found written on the side of the cavity holding the action. These can be seen
in Figure 15. Also visible are two of the pins for lifting the base note dampers, and below
a registration pin to ensure correct location of the action. The names were difficult to
read. The one closest to the opening seems to be “Ph. Yulles” or perhaps Geekes. The
initial letter of the second name could be a P or Y or G, or maybe even something else.
After a “u” (or ee?) there seems to be an l, but it is followed by a vertical stroke of length
shorter than an “l” but too high for an “i.” It may be part of a letter including the
preceding “l”. An “es” seems to end the name. The second name seems to be B. Gu.
Bennet. The initial letter is clear but the script difficult to decypher. The capital of the
abbreviated second name also may be in error. The name “Bennet” seems clear. These
are assumed to be the names of the Knabe personnel responsible for the construction of
this particular piano.

Figure 14 Serial number

Figure 15 Names written inside the piano action chamber

As can be seen from the photographs, the piano is intact, and workable, but shows the
signs of having endured many years often in a rough setting.
The serial number 22681 is fairly close to that of two Knabe square grand pianos of
similar appearance found for sale: Number 32104 was estimated to be about 1893 by the
seller of that piano. Another being for sale on eBay was identified as number 22480
1885, but then the less definite “circa 1880’s” later in the same listing. That’s probably a
decent guess for this piano as well.
Playing it:
I tried playing the piano. It was not too terribly out of tune. The notes progressed
monotonically in tone fairly evenly though it was clear that those an octave apart were
not in consistent tune. Of course, the pedal was unavailable. One piece tried was
Purcell’s Ground in C minor, which should have relatively soft base notes and various
forte variations in the right hand. I could not get the base soft enough (that may just be a
matter of limited skill) or the right hand loud enough. I realized later that perhaps the lid
needed to be open all the way, since the treble notes are at the back of the enclosure while
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the base notes are at the front where the strings are exposed. The same sense of not
getting the right hand loud enough or the base soft enough was experienced with
Beethoven’s Adagio Cantable from the “Pathetique” sonata, which was attempted despite
the missing pedals. Actually, that particular piece seemed to play more comfortably than
most of the others. Various hymns were also played as well, giving somewhat the same
sensation. Having missing ivories was a little disconcerting, and notes were not
consistent in their quality of sound. It was also noticed that some notes seemed
inadequately damped compared to others. The middle E flat, prominent in many of the
pieces played, was particularly sustained to the point of being obnoxious. Prior to
removing the action some low base notes tended to stick, but these played well and quite
smoothly after the action was cleaned of acorn fragments. The piano needs to be tried
again with the lid propped open. Perhaps something can be improvised to get the pedals
working. How many of the issues heard are a matter of age and condition, and to what
extent characteristic of this kind of piano, remains a matter of speculation.
About square pianos:
The square grand piano evolved from adapting the piano mechanism to the general shape
and string configuration of the clavichord during the 19th century. These pianos were
popular during that century, especially in the United States. They were less expensive,
and perhaps more easily accommodated in residential rooms, than grand pianos. By the
twentieth century, upright pianos replaced square grand pianos.
A brief search and discussion uncovered a generally negative opinion of these pianos.
The following description is fairly typical as well as concise:
“These pianos while having great cabinetry and looking very ornate, are
not very good as instruments and should be looked on more as an antique.
If you saw the movie "The Piano" (Holly Hunter), it was a Square
Grand that they used in the film.
Tuning them is difficult, as the tuning pins are at the back of the
piano. Also because of its design, it is hard to tell which string is
connected to which tuning pin. The action (mechanism) is unconventional
and repairs usually have to be improvised, as you can't get parts for them.
Other unusual features are: the keys inside the piano are very long
(especially in the treble), it has two strings per note, the hammers are
smaller and are designed in a fan shape and the soundboard is suspended
between the strings and keyboard.
I have approx. 20 clients with Square Grands and apart from
myself I'm not aware of any technicians that will attempt to tune or work
on them.” (Larcombe)
There was an interesting minority opinion given by “The Antique Piano Shop”, an outfit
that apparently specializes in restoring these instruments. One must keep in mind the
particular interest behind this opinion, but it is plausible and well presented. It adds some
background history as well.
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“Since Square Grand Pianos were built so long ago, their tuning pins are
shaped differently than modern tuning pins. Most modern tuning
equipment doesn't fit an original square grand piano's tuning pins. This
often causes further prejudice among many unprepared piano tuners. Note
that when a Square Grand Piano is properly restored, the tuning pins are
replaced with standard tuning pins so that that ANY piano tuner can tune
it (with the exception of early historical forte-pianos which require a much
smaller diameter tuning pin). Also, the tuning pins are in the back of a
square grand piano, causing the piano tuner to have to bend over for a
considerable amount of time to tune the instrument. Since most piano
tuners keep themselves busy making good money with easier conventional
upright and grand piano tuning and servicing, it can sometimes be difficult
to find a piano tuner willing to tune a square grand piano even after
restoration.”
“To understand why a Square Grand Piano sounds different than
today's modern instrument, one needs to understand a bit about how music
has evolved over the centuries. 300 years ago when the Piano was in its
infancy, there was no such thing as electronic amplification. The
Harpsichord and Clavichord were generally used in small intimate
settings, producing adequate volume to fill an ordinary room. The early
Piano-Forte had a decided advantage over its predecessors because it was
able to produce both loud and soft dynamics, but not to the degree of
modern instruments. These early Piano-Fortes had soft, leather covered
hammers, and they produced an almost "harp like" quality that really is
quite beautiful to listen to.”
“As the piano continued to evolve into the 19th Century, makers
began to build their Pianos larger and heavier, ultimately allowing their
strings to handle greater levels of tension. In Grand and Upright Pianos,
hammers became covered with hard dense felt rather than the traditional
softer leather covered hammers of their predecessors. As these instruments
became larger and more evolved, they also became louder. Higher tension,
use of iron frames, and evolving science helped create the loud and
powerful Piano that we know today.”
“By the middle of the 19th Century, the traditional Grand Piano in
America had evolved to a point where it sounded almost like the Pianos of
today. There is evidence that much of 19th Century America did not like
the loud and powerful sound of the evolving "Modern Piano" that was
being introduced to them. Some described the tone as "harsh" and
"overbearing", and they preferred the softer, harp like tones of the earlier
Piano-Forte that they were accustomed to. We believe that this the prime
reason that the softer toned Square Grand Piano continued to be the most
popular type of Piano built and sold up until the last part of the 19th
Century.”
“So yes, Square Grand Pianos do sound different than modern
Pianos. When composers like Mozart, Chopin, Beethoven, and Schumann
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wrote their famous Nocturnes and Piano Concertos, they heard the music
they wrote on early Piano-Fortes with delicate, beautiful tones. The Square
Grand Piano continued to maintain this delicate tone quality throughout its
entire existence, even as Grand and Upright Pianos became louder and
harsher. More Square Grand Piano were built and sold in the 19th Century
than Upright or Grand pianos, indicating that 19th Century American
preferred their tone quality to the more modern tone of the Grand and
Upright Pianos.”
“Note: As the modern piano continues to evolve, the tone is
continuing to change. Today, Asian import pianos are offering a "high
tension scale" which is yet again increasing the volume of the piano.
These pianos tend to have a very glassy and metallic tone quality which is
far different from what pianos sounded like just 30 years ago!” (Antique
Piano Shop)
While the opinion expressed above that 19th century American ears preferred the sound of
these pianos is interesting, the lower cost of these relative to the grand piano would
seemingly be sufficient to explain their popularity.
One additional interesting bit along these lines: Mr. John Gilmer says that these pianos
were called “coffin” pianos, perhaps due to the shape of the case, but perhaps also
because they sometimes served as a resting place for a coffin during a home funeral.
Value:
A brief search online for Knabe instruments of a similar age and condition for sale or
recently sold found several, with prices ranging from several hundred dollars down to
free from a “piano adoption” site. Figure 16 shows one such piano, dated to about 1885,
in preparation for shipment. This piano is listed for $750 “Buy it now or make offer”
apparently after having failed to sell at a higher price. It seems in better exterior
condition than the Woodbourne piano. (At this time it seems to be the only currently
listed Knabe square grand on eBay.) (ebay 1)

Figure 16 Knabe 1885 piano listed on eBay for $750
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A somewhat earlier Knabe square piano, serial #15432, was found on the “Live
Auctioneers” web site. It is shown in Figure 17 below. This piano, like that at
Woodbourne, is rosewood. It clearly is in better exterior condition than the Woodbourne
piano. Note the different leg style. The estimated sale price was $400 to $800. (One
must log in to get the actual sale price.) The pedals seem to be missing.

Figure 17 Knabe piano sold on Live Auctioneers site
Square grand pianos of other makes, in unrestored condition, are also relatively
inexpensive. Even Steinway square grand pianos of about the same era are in the $5000
and under range. One eBay listing for a Steinway 1874 model is $6099 “buy it now or
make an offer” for example (eBay 2), and another from 1860 is listed at $799 with no
bids with 8 hours remaining (eBay 3). Still another from 1869 is “buy it now” at $6500
with bids starting at $5000, but no bids received yet (ebay 4). Other brands (Chickering,
Emerson, etc.) are also available at relatively modest prices. Antique Piano Shop on their
web site puts a value of a poor condition square grand piano as typically being in the
$500 to $1500 range (Antique piano shop 1).
Restored square grand pianos being sold by Antique Piano Shop are listed at prices
between $20,000 to $30,000 in “factory new condition.” Restored pianos being sold on
eBay (which are not usually newly restored) list in the few thousand dollar range.
Antique Piano Shop estimates the cost of “level 1” restoration for square pianos at
$12,000 to $15,000. So, it would appear that the cost of restoration far exceeds the open
market sale price for such pianos, with the possible exception of Steinways or perhaps
other special pieces. That would not apply to the Woodbourne piano, which seems quite
unexceptional and in poorer condition than most of the pianos on the market.
So, one must conclude that the Woodbourne piano has very little market value, perhaps
as much as $500 for a buyer for whom location is convenient.
The question remains whether the piano has sentimental value to members of the family.
It would appear that the answer to this question is also negative. The current owner, Mr.
John Gilmer, is the person who harbors the most memories of this piano when it was
actually being used. He is the person seeking to dispose of it, by almost any means.
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Nobody else has space or great interest in it. (I was told by my own wife, Cindy,
“Absolutely not!” She noted that it would take up more space than our dining room
table.) Mike Guilford, the cousin most likely to have an interest in Woodbourne
furnishings, already has his own Steinway square grand of historically early significance
(1855). He has also turned down a free offer of another similar piano. In contrast to
other furniture associated with the W. B. Gilmer family at Woodbourne, this piano is a
relatively late addition, is merely rosewood veneer (in contrast to the solid rosewood
construction of most of the Woodbourne furniture), and was never a significant part of
life at Woodbourne that anyone remembers.
Conclusion:
So, this piano, soon to leave the family, will be remembered mostly for the large quantity
of space it consumed in the drawing room at Woodbourne. I hope that this document
may be of interest to those who may wish to know more about it.
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